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A new way to discover life in the ocean’s hadal zone
WHOI biologist Johanna Weston develops a novel tool to catch and study life at the ocean’s most extreme depths

Healthy reef sounds increase coral settlement
New study confirms that larvae on degraded reefs respond to healthy reef sounds

Scientists see 9.6% drop in emperor penguin population
Warming temperatures put the ice-reliant birds at high risk

It’s Women’s History Month
Of course we made a video celebrating these ocean engineers, mates, and scientists!

Erupt with color!
Studies show a 100% increase in hydrothermal vent t-shirts at ShopWHOI. Grab yours today!

WHOI IN THE NEWS

ABC NEWS
Scientists are using underwater speakers to help restore degraded coral reefs

VOX
Are we breaking the Atlantic Ocean?

THE NEW SCIENTIST
There are growing fears of an alarming shift in Antarctic sea ice

THE SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
California’s historic storms continue. Here’s how much scientists say it’s being driven by climate change

Where are WHOI Ships Now?

GIVE EXPLORE SHOP

GIVE NOW SHOP WHOI

Follow #WHOI
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